
Intellifi® establishes the foundation for broadband-
based network coverage in your subscriber's residence, 
ensuring your customers have ready access to the 
applications and services they need the most. The 
Intellifi WiFi home solution is plug & play and highly 
intuitive, allowing new devices to easily connect to the 
WiFi network without degrading connectivity.

Shape or size doesn’t matter
The Intellifi WiFi gateway and satellites create the 
perfect in-home network. This intelligent mesh 
network enables gigabit-plus capacity throughout 
any size home, providing a fast, frustration-free 
and reliable WiFi experience that simply works. 
Customize or expand your WiFi by adding as many 
Intellifi satellites as you need.

An intelligent WiFi network
Intellifi creates an intelligent mesh solution that 
monitors channels and links in real-time, so your 
subscribers are getting great bandwidth and fast, 
seamless roaming—without buffering.

 

WiFi made for the world you live in.

Maximum WiFi
performance

Extended
coverage

Plug & Play
ease-of-use
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Goodbye Dead Spots.
Hello Reliable WiFi.
Intellifi satellites form a flexible mesh system to 
provide seamless WiFi coverage. Use up to 5 Intellifi 
satellites to fit your subscribers' home size.

Subscriber Problem Solution

There are WiFi dead spots in my home.

I have a lot of devices on my network, and some of them 
don't work well.

Everyone in the house is constantly using WiFi.

I don’t want my system to quickly become outdated.

I have trouble streaming TV.

I keep adding WiFi-enabled devices to my home.

I need to reconnect to my WiFi when I move to a new 
room.

I've tried other mesh systems but my Service Provider 
could not provide me support.

Intellifi ensures every inch of your home is covered in 
fast, reliable WiFi.

Intellifi automatically adapts to accommodate any 
number of devices.

The network is dynamically adjusted to improve 
coverage and capacity.

Intellifi works seamlessly with Service Providers to 
perform automatic updates.

Intellifi prioritizes video, voice and gaming services.

All of these devices will have a strong connection, no 
matter where in your home you put them.

Intellifi roaming gives you the ability to walk around 
your home without service interruptions.

Intellifi is designed to work seamlessly with Service 
Providers for optimal performance and support.

Perfect quality on 
every device

Smarter network, 
better connections

Fast WiFi,
without interuptions

Small Home
up to 2000 sqft

Medium Home
up to 4000 sqft

Large Home
up to 6000 sqft


